Form Ghana proud to earn VCS Validation
Reforestation of Degraded Forest Reserves in Ghana Project Earns VCS Validation and first Verification
from SCS Global Services
A project that aims to reforest 15,000 hectares of degraded
lands in central Ghana and absorb annually more than 80,000
metric tonnes of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere has been
independently validated by SCS Global Services (SCS) under the
Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) (http://v-c-s.org/). Under the
project managed by Form Ghana, a forest plantation management company, natural forests are being
restored and tree plantations are being established in the Asubima Forest Reserve. The project will
generate carbon credits while simultaneously supporting the commercial harvest of teak timber and
planting local tree species.
In a two-stage process, SCS first validated the project plan developed by Form Ghana, then verified its
implementation. The SCS audit team interviewed relevant stakeholders, conducted on-site inspections,
and reviewed documentation. The assessment was supported by SCS’ West Africa Regional Director, Dr.
Richard Bonsi, PhD. The team confirmed that the project already resulted in the reduction of more than
5,000 metric tonnes of carbon dioxide on land that was previously degraded by overharvesting, bush
fires, and conversion to agricultural land.
Form Ghana has a land lease agreement with local land owners and the Government of Ghana for
reforestation on approximately 1,800 hectares of the reserve. This lease is part of the presidential policy
that seeks to restore degraded forest reserves in Ghana. This is a “Grouped” project, which means that
additional forest areas can be added to the project later.
“This project represents a win-win for the climate and for Ghana in achieving its national forest
stewardship goals,” said Dr. Robert J. Hrubes, Executive Vice President of SCS. “Verification against a
rigorous standard such as the VCS demonstrates the high quality of the project.”
SCS Global Services (SCS) (formerly Scientific Certification Systems) (www.scsglobalservices.com) has
been providing global leadership in third-party environmental and sustainability certification, auditing,
testing, and standards development for nearly 30 years. Its programs span a wide cross-section of
industries, recognizing achievements in green building, product manufacturing, food and agriculture,
forestry, retail, and more. SCS provides accredited services under a wide range of internationally
recognized certification programs. SCS is a chartered benefit corporation and Certified B Corp™,
reflecting its commitment to socially and environmentally responsible business practices.
Form Ghana Ltd. (http://www.formghana.com)is a forest plantation management company based in
Central Ghana. The firm was established in 2007 and provides services in the field of reforestation of
degraded Forest Reserves and plantation management. Form Ghana wishes to contribute to large scale
reforestation of degraded forest areas in Ghana and offers excellent investment opportunities in forest
plantations. It also offers carbon credits and in the near future the first high quality teak timber will be
sold. The company's activities are implemented in a social, ecological and economical responsible way.
In 2010, this resulted in the certificate for sustainable forest management of the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSCTM).
For more information about Form Ghana and its carbon credits, please contact Mr. R.
Sools at info@forminternational.nl, project developer.
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